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Bond Terminology
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 Dated Date Date from which an investor is entitled to receive interest

 Delivery Date Settlement date of the bond (closing date for primary bond issuance)

 Principal or Par Face value of the bond

 Coupon Interest due to the investor, typically paid semiannual

 Yield Rate of return to the investor

 Price The price an investor will pay to receive the yield

 Maturity Date at which principal is due to the bondholder

 Call Date Redemption date of a bond prior to maturity at the option of the issuer

 Call Premium Dollar amount over 100% which is paid to the investor when bonds are called 



Time Value of Money
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Issuer Investor

Gets money upfront Loans money upfront

Repays interest and 
principal borrowed 

over time

Gets interest and
principal over time

 A core principle of finance: money has more value in the present compared to the future

 Investor:  What rate of return are you willing to receive over time to lend money today?

 Issuer:  What rate of return are you willing to pay over time to receive money today?



Bond Price Formula
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Present value of the 
principal at maturity

Present value of the
interest payments over time

 The dollar price of a bond is the present value of the future cashflows at the market yield

 Coupon, yield, and time are the only factors in price 

 There are several methods to derive bond price, including: 



Bond Price Formula: Example
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 What is the price of a municipal bond assuming:

 10 Year Maturity

 5.00% Coupon

 4.00% Yield
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Bond Price Formula: Example
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 What is the price of a municipal bond assuming:

 10 Year Maturity (20 semi-annual periods)

 5.00% Coupon

 4.00% Yield 
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Bond Price Formula: Example
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 What is the price of a municipal bond assuming:

 10 Year Maturity (20 semi-annual periods)

 5.00% Coupon

 4.00% Yield 
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Bond Price Formula: Example
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 What is the price of a municipal bond assuming:

 10 Year Maturity (20 semi-annual periods)

 5.00% Coupon

 4.00% Yield 



Bond Pricing Formula: Example
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Bond Price = 108.1757166X

 Municipal bond convention for pricing is truncation at the 3rd decimal

 No rounding!  



Bond Price Terminology
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 Par Bond
 Coupon and Yield are equal
 Price equal to 100.000
 Every $1,000 of bonds issued will produce $1,000 in proceeds

 Premium Bond
 Coupon is greater than Yield
 Price greater than 100.000
 Every $1,000 of bonds issued will produce over $1,000 in proceeds

 Discount Bond
 Coupon is less than Yield
 Price less than 100.000
 Every $1,000 of bonds issued will produce less than $1,000 in proceeds



Bond Price and Bond Proceeds
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 An issuer wants $1,000,000 for a new project.  How much does it need to issue to receive that 
amount, assuming the following bond prices:

 100.000 (par bond)

 105.000 (premium bond)

 95.000 (discount bond)

Proceeds

(Price/100)
=Amount Required



 100.000 (par bond)

 105.000 (premium bond)

 95.000 (discount bond)

Bond Price and Bond Proceeds
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$1,000,000

(100 / 100)
= $1,000,000

$1,000,000

(105 / 100)
= $952,381

$1,000,000

(95 / 100)
= $1,052,632

Par bonds result in the 
same amount of bonds and 

proceeds 

Premium bonds require 
less bonds to be issued to 
receive the same proceeds

Discount bonds require 
more bonds to be issued to 
receive the same proceeds



Bond Price: Callable Premium Bonds
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 Investors will always pay the lowest price for the bond

 Bond price needs to be calculated assuming bonds are redeemed on the call date and at maturity

 Whatever results in the lower bond price, is the price of the bond

 What is the price of a municipal bond assuming:

 20 Year Maturity (40 semi-annual periods)

 5.00% Coupon

 4.00% Yield 

 10 Year Call at 100%

 A callable (at par) premium bond will always have its lowest price at the call date

Bond Price 
to Call Date

= 108.175 Bond Price 
to Maturity

= 113.677X



Group Activity: Introduction
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 The City of King’s Landing is issuing $300 million in Certificates of Participation (COPs) to fund 
capital improvement projects  

 The City needs your help in determining the bond price of its securities



Group Activity: Questions
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 Question 1: What’s your team name?

 Question 2: Identify all of the factors involved in pricing on the OS handout (Dated Date, Delivery 
Date, Principal, Coupon, Yield, Maturity, Call Date, and Call Premium)

 Question 3: For the each of the bonds, calculate the bond price assuming a call date 
on January 1, 2026.

 Question 4: Based on the prices you calculated, what would be the amount of bonds needed to 
generate $100 million in proceeds for each bond? (Round up to the nearest $5,000)

 Question 5: For the each of the bonds, calculate the bond price assuming no call.

 Question 6: Based on the prices you calculated, what would be the amount of bonds needed to 
generate $100 million in proceeds for each bond? (Round up to the nearest $5,000)



Group Activity: Review
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 Question 2: Identify all of the factors involved in pricing on the OS handout (Dated Date, Delivery 
Date, Principal, Coupon, Yield, Maturity, Call Date, and Call Premium)

Dated Date

Delivery Date

Maturity

Principal 

Coupon

Yield

Call Date

Call Premium



Group Activity: Review
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 Question 3: For the each of the bonds, calculate the bond price assuming a call date 
on July 1, 2026

 Question 4: Based on the prices you calculated, what would be the amount of bonds needed to 
generate $10 million in proceeds for each bond? (Round up to $5,000)

Coupon Yield Price Bond Size
3.0% 3.0% 100.000 $100,000,000
4.0% 3.0% 108.584 $92,095,000
2.0% 3.0% 85.042 $117,590,000



Group Activity: Review
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 Question 5: For the each of the bonds, calculate the bond price assuming no call

 Question 6: Based on the prices you calculated, what would be the amount of bonds needed to 
generate $10 million in proceeds for each bond?

Coupon Yield Price Bond Size
3.0% 3.0% 100.000 $100,000,000
4.0% 3.0% 114.957 $86,990,000
2.0% 3.0% 85.042 $117,590,000



Q&A



MSRB Rule G-42 Disclosures



MSRB Rule G-42: Disclosure of Conflicts of Interest 
and Legal or Disciplinary Events
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Pursuant to Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (“MSRB”) Rule G-42, on Duties of Non-Solicitor Municipal Advisors, Municipal 
Advisors are required to make certain written disclosures to clients which include, amongst other things, Conflicts of Interest and any 
Legal or Disciplinary events of KNN Public Finance, LLC (“KNN Public Finance”) and its associated persons.

Conflicts of Interest

KNN Public Finance represents that in connection with the issuance of municipal securities, KNN Public Finance may receive 
compensation from an Issuer or Obligated Person for services rendered, which compensation is contingent upon the successful closing 
of a transaction and/or is based on the size of a transaction.  Consistent with the requirements of MSRB Rule G-42, KNN Public Finance 
hereby discloses that such contingent and/or transactional compensation may present a potential conflict of interest regarding KNN 
Public Finance’s ability to provide unbiased advice to enter into such transaction. This conflict of interest will not impair KNN Public 
Finance’s ability to render unbiased and competent advice or to fulfill its fiduciary duty to the Issuer. 

If KNN Public Finance becomes aware of any additional potential or actual conflict of interest after this disclosure, KNN Public Finance 
will disclose the detailed information in writing to the Issuer in a timely manner.

Legal or Disciplinary Events

KNN Public Finance, LLC, has never been subject to any legal, disciplinary or regulatory actions nor was it ever subject to any legal, 
disciplinary or regulatory actions previously, when it was a division of Zions First National Bank or Zions Public Finance, Inc.

A regulatory action disclosure has been made on Form MA-I for one of KNN Public Finance municipal advisory personnel relating to a 
1998 U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) order that was filed while the municipal advisor was employed with a prior firm, 
(not KNN Public Finance).  The details of which are available in Item 9; C(1), C(2), C(4), C(5) and the corresponding regulatory action 
DRP section on Form MA and Item 6C; (1), (2), (4), (5) and the corresponding regulatory action DRP section on Form MA-I.  Issuers may 
electronically access KNN Public Finance’s most recent Form MA and each most recent Form MA-I filed with the Commission at the 
following website: www.sec.gov/edgar/searchedgar/companysearch.html.

The SEC permits certain items of information required on Form MA and Form MA-I to be provided by reference to such required 
information already filed on a regulatory system (e.g., FINRA CRD).  The above noted regulatory action has been referenced on both 
Form MA and MA-I due to the information already filed on FINRA’s CRD system and is publicly accessible through BrokerCheck at 
http://brokercheck.finra.org.  For purposes of accessing such BrokerCheck information, the Municipal Advisor’s CRD number is 4457537.


